Alexa O'Brien @carwinb · Mar 22
I haven't seen a significant difference between how WaPo has covered Snowden docs versus The Intercept. #adversarial #journalism

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · Mar 22
@carwinb I do NOT know for certain, BUT I think The Intercept DID not consult the US govt on redactions

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · Mar 26
@SMaurizi what is that based on? A hunch? To me, the issue is, why do we have to guess? @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · Mar 26
(1/2) @RancidTarzie @carwinb based on 2 facts: 1) my experience in working w/@ggreenwald on #Snowden's docs abt Italy espresso.repubblica.it/inchieste /2013...

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · Mar 26
@SMaurizi based on what your own article says. I think what you've said here is very misleading. @carwinb @ggreenwald

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · Mar 26
(1/2) @RancidTarzie @carwinb @ggreenwald absolute BULLSHIT: we NEVER EVER negotiated the publication of any doc, we contacted to ask 4comment

Alexa O'Brien @carwinb · Mar 26
@SMaurizi @RancidTarzie @ggreenwald Incidentally-- I think journalists should ask the government for comment (generally speaking).

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 18h
(1/3) @carwinb @RancidTarzie @ggreenwald yes, this is what we did: we asked 4comments, NEVER EVER negotiated w/ any govt/govt agency which

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMaurizi article clearly states you asked US govt about concerns, they didn't express any. The end. Can we move on? @carwinb @ggreenwald

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 18h
(3/3) @RancidTarzie @carwinb @ggreenwald we were talking abt, they tried to access to our story before publication, we REFUSED

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMaurizi yes, I got that. How very brave. @carwinb @ggreenwald
stefania maurizi @SMAurizi · 18h
. @RancidTarzie @carwinb @ggreenwald ready 2 talk abt redactions. I've ABSOLUTELY nothing 2 hide. I've published all sorts of docs w/ #WikiLeaks

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMAurizi So talk. Who did redactions? What were they based on? @carwinb @ggreenwald

stefania maurizi @SMAurizi · 18h
(2/2). @RancidTarzie @carwinb @ggreenwald his work with the #Snowden files, but since 1 document was too highly redacted, I asked GG to

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMAurizi and also that he redacted so much that you had concerns about it. What did the redactions conceal in general terms? @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMAurizi · 18h
. @RancidTarzie @carwinb If I ask my opinion, I can tell that, based on my experience, I find #WikiLeaks publication strategy the MOST effective

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMAurizi I do too, but that is not the point of my inquiry. I would like to know how these particular stories are produced. @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMAurizi · 18h
. @RancidTarzie @carwinb I just can speak abt the story I worked on: I have no idea how @ggreenwald works for his Intercept/other media

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMAurizi which was my original point. @carwinb @ggreenwald

stefania maurizi @SMAurizi · 18h
. @RancidTarzie @carwinb @ggreenwald BUT I NEVER EVER claimed otherwise. Check my tweets. I was 100% clear I was JUST bringing my experience

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMAurizi yeah, I know. But I think the claim that you and he never negotiated is more compelling if the govt > @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMAurizi · 18h
. @RancidTarzie @carwinb among reporting criticized by Gen Alex.. press release mentioned Espresso, finally tried 2 access story b4 publication

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 18h
@SMAurizi so you have said. We can quit now if you are not going to talk in more detail about redactions. @carwinb
stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 18h
(2/2) @RancidTarzie @carwinb when I told GG that I thought that SCS file had been TOO heavily redacted, he agreed to a less redacted version.

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 17h
@SMaurizi if you can just give me more specifics on this conversation I’ll stop bothering you. twitter.com/SMaurizi/statu… @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 17h
@RancidTarzie @carwinb we were working together as 2journos working on the same story, so I thought I had the right question his redactions.

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 17h
@SMaurizi I don’t understand why some sites are revealed but not others. What was the benchmark for exclusion/inclusion? @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi

(2/2) @RancidTarzie @carwinb and Spiegel had already published a file about SCS sites, widely circulated and also available on cryptome.

5:17 PM · 28 Mar 2014

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 17h
@SMaurizi so why didn’t you publish all of them? was the result a compromise with GG? Did he refuse? @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 17h
@RancidTarzie @carwinb as I said, in my opinion, it was not necessary to edit the list, but GG thought it was and we were working together.

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 17h
@RancidTarzie @carwinb no, GG was willing to discuss when I told him openly that the SCS sites files was too heavily redacted.
The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi can you confirm that there are Italian sites that are still redacted? and also state rationale for showing some/not others?

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi i really appreciated the time you have taken with this and your openness. I am eager to stop badgering you. @carwinb

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi ah, sorry, so would you say you won the argument over Italian sites?
@carwinb

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi - 17h
@RancidTarzie @carwinb I don't want 2answer 4G.Greenwald:as a journo,he's entitled 2his editorial judgment, but I do not want to speak 4him
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stefania maurizi @SMaurizi - 17h
@RancidTarzie NO, I revealed ALL the SCS sites in Italy enlisted in the #Snowden files I was able to access. #NSA

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi but he won't say. see this is the problem. neither of you are being wholly fair with your readers. @carwinb
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Reply Retweet Favorite More

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi - 17h
@RancidTarzie I was working with Glenn Greenwald on how #NSA targets Italy, so I thought ALL SCS sites in Italy should be revealed

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi can you just explain why Rome and Milan were originally redacted?
@carwinb

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi - 17h
@RancidTarzie @carwinb I DO NOT want to speak for others: that is something I never ever do

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi recalling the details of a conversation is not speaking for others. but i get it, you are not going to be transparent. @carwinb

Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi transparency is for governments, not journalists, especially not GG. @carwinb
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Reply Retweet Favorite More

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 17h
@SMaurizi this is really wrong to withhold this information, but I appreciate that you are 100X more forthcoming than he is. @carwinb
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Reply Retweet Favorite More
Paul D @Paulmd199 · 15h
@RancidTarzie @SMaurizi @carwinb If you want deredacted versions, I put them on Cryptome. I held little back. cryptome.org/2014/01/nsa-re...

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 15h
@Paulmd199 and how did you do that, exactly? @SMaurizi @carwinb

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 15h
@Paulmd199 never mind. I see you have explained your method. @SMaurizi @carwinb

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 15h
@Paulmd199 any thoughts on why GG wanted to withhold some sites more? @SMaurizi @carwinb

Paul D @Paulmd199 · 15h
@RancidTarzie @SMaurizi @carwinb Logic, look up the dots on the map. :) see also cryptome.org/2013/12/decens... Not as pretty but, more verbose.

Paul D @Paulmd199 · 15h
@RancidTarzie @SMaurizi @carwinb Not able to speak for GG, but I see the logic on the few that I withheld myself. Perhaps to avoid "damage".

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 15h
..@Paulmd199 I wanted 2clarify what I have experienced:Greenwald never ever negotiate/asked me 2negotiate w/any govt/agency on #Snowden docs

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 14h
@Paulmd199 ok so you withheld information also. Great! What do you mean by 'damage'? @SMaurizi @carwinb

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 14h
@Paulmd199 what kind of damage do you mean? @SMaurizi @carwinb

Paul D @Paulmd199 · 13h
@RancidTarzie @SMaurizi @carwinb Speaking only for myself, I held back sites in Somalia and S Arabia. Ie Bad Terrorism Juju. But no capitals

Paul D @Paulmd199 · 13h
@RancidTarzie It would have been pointless to hide any capital city. Just too obvious. @SMaurizi @carwinb

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 13h
@Paulmd199 so you wanted to spare the NSA sites from attacks. @SMaurizi @carwinb
The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 13h
@Paulmd199 gotcha. @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

Paul D @Paulmd199 - 13h
@RancidTarzie Damage, in the context of the Snowden files is more about perception, of Damage to Security, than actuality. @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

Paul D @Paulmd199 - 13h
@RancidTarzie yes. @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie - 13h
@Paulmd199 whose perception? elites? the general public? the security apparatus? @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

Paul D @Paulmd199 - 13h
@RancidTarzie BUT, there are legit concerns too. Lives, sometimes. So there's a need for care. @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

Paul D @Paulmd199 - 13h
@RancidTarzie General public, particularly American and British. Congress too. Those in a position to change law, policy. @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

Paul D @Paulmd199 - 13h
@RancidTarzie Ultimately the point of Snowden's leaks is with the GOAL of changing policy & law. @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

Paul D @Paulmd199 - 13h
@RancidTarzie In this regard, if the perception of Snowden's leaks is a negative one, things get worse. @SMaurizi @carwinb
Details

Alexa O'Brien @carwinb - 9h
@Paulmd199 @RancidTarzie @SMaurizi 2 great threads-- incredibly interesting. I think they are just began to hit bed rock assumptions (cont)
Details

Alexa O'Brien @carwinb - 9h
@Paulmd199 @RancidTarzie @SMaurizi Raises fundamental ?'s about the *nature* of political reform? What is it? How is it gotten? (cont)
Details

Alexa O'Brien @carwinb - 9h
@Paulmd199 @RancidTarzie @SMaurizi And its corollary: Shall I hire a publicist or a lawyer?
Details

Alexa O'Brien @carwinb - 9h
@Paulmd199 @RancidTarzie @SMaurizi Trickster wants to know, do I go Hollywood (Homer)?
Details
stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 2h
(1/2) .@carwinb @Paulmd199 @RancidTarzie yes, but it is important to stress the difference btwn @ggreenwald redacting docs according to his
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stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 2h
(2/2) .@carwinb @Paulmd199 @RancidTarzie editorial judgment and NYT that met USgov in windowless room 2agree publication strategy of WL docs
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The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 2h
@SMaurizi most of a PRISM deck was withheld. Doesn't matter to me how that came to pass. Sorry. @carwinb @Paulmd199
Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 2h
@RancidTarzie @carwinb @Paulmd199 I've clarified I'll speak ONLY abt what I've experienced in 1st person because that is what I know 4sure
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The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 2h
@SMaurizi yeah, you've made that plain. I am simply saying that I think the difference you cite is largely meaningless. @carwinb @Paulmd199
Details
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The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 2h
@SMaurizi I think GG is a self-serving paternalist, no less than Bill Keller was. @carwinb @Paulmd199
Details
Reply Retweet Favorite More
30 March 2014.

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 19h
. @AndrewScheidl @Paulmd199 no sabotage of #NSA #CIA #intel just accountability and justice

Org Of Nein @org9 · 19h
@Paulmd199 I agree 100% w/ this + spoke about it previously.. The ‘perception of damage vrs actual’ -> More leaks = laws/policy changes.

Org Of Nein @org9 · 19h
@Paulmd199 Nice to see someone else speak about this and see the “darthvender advantage” in all it’s interesting+calculated forms.

Captain Whamtastic @JustSikko · 8h
lol this is hilarious. a man who confers with govt agents about redactions talking about radicalism twitter.com/ggreenwald/sta...

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 8h
@JustSikko he even redacts without conferring. He just does it, according to an Italian journalist who worked with him on a story for Italy.

Captain Whamtastic @JustSikko · 8h
@RancidTarzie got a link to that?

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 8h
@JustSikko Cryptome made sort of a story out of the conversation but it’s kinda messed up. cryptome.org/2014/03/snowde...
This never ceases to be such an inspiring story - and underscores that *actual radicalism is about actions & risks [fdlbooksalon.com/2014/03/29/fdl...]
31 March 2014

Alexa O'Brien @carwinb · March 26
@SMaurizi @RancidTarzie @ggreenwald Incidentally I think journalists should ask the government for comment (generally speaking).

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · March 26
@carwinb I think seeking comment is an overrated convention. Gives the target an opp to concoct spin for when shit hits. @SMaurizi

Alexa O'Brien @carwinb · March 26
@RancidTarzie @SMaurizi ...lowest common denominator best practices banter re superficialities --- very little actual discussion re reality.

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · March 26
@carwinb yeah. Gellman is actually fairly forthcoming about govt, so he is less mythologized. The end products are very similar. @SMaurizi

Geronimo @JbJabroni10 · March 26
@RancidTarzie @carwinb @SMaurizi I always refer back to this re: BG. He’s p much like “no shit we redact bc govt.” twitter.com/jjabroni10/st...

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · March 26
@JbJabroni10 But then Gellman isn’t promoting a myth of ‘virtual exile’ @carwinb @SMaurizi

Geronimo @JbJabroni10 · March 26
@RancidTarzie @carwinb @SMaurizi if GG “bravely” returns to the US, it’ll be for made-up-dramatics & PR for his book twitter.com/jjabroni10/st...

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi

.@JbJabroni10 @RancidTarzie @carwinb
With all due respect I find horrible the attacks against @ggreenwald

The Rancid Honeytrap @RancidTarzie · 20h
@SMaurizi well, that’s your right, but he is very problematic figure. I don’t think all criticism is baseless. @carwinb

stefania maurizi @SMaurizi · 18h
.@RancidTarzie @carwinb problem is the hate campaign against @ggreenwald. I’ve spent last 5yrs witnessing same campaign against #WikiLeak
31 March 2014
https://twitter.com/SMaurizi/status/450206134394429440
https://twitter.com/SMaurizi/status/450206586515230720

@JbJabroni10 @RancidTarzie @carwinb @SMaurizi if GG "bravely" returns to the US, it'll be for made-up-dramatics & PR for his book twitter.com/jjabroni10/st...

@smaurizi

@JbJabroni10 @RancidTarzie @carwinb though i agree w/criticism of #PayPal etc without @ggreenwald + Poitras we wouldn't have #Nsa scandal

@smaurizi

@JbJabroni10 @RancidTarzie @carwinb And without @wikileaks we wouldn't have #Snowden free and alive

@smaurizi

@JbJabroni10 @RancidTarzie @wikileaks thx I appreciate the response.